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OFFICE OF THE HORIZONS CONFERENCE COORDINATOR 

INTRODUCTION 
 

 
Hello, 
 
My name is Josh Yachouh, the Horizons Conference Coordinator for 2018. I 
am extremely excited to plan this conference since my first experience with it 
in the summer of 2015 as a conference delegate. I continued to be a staff 
member for the 2016 and 2017 conference as well, and I am looking 
forwarding to building on the success of these conference to make Horizons 
2018 the best conference yet. 
 
This year, Horizons will be celebrating its 16th anniversary as a service. As 
such, this year will represent the progress and growth the conference has 
experienced since its first year, and the huge potential to improve our 
programming to be the most effective and valuable for the delegate 
transition, and staff experience.  
 
In this year plan, you’ll find a large number of goals that stem from my past 
experience with the Horizons Conference, as well as my planning team 
experience with the CLAY Conference. Though they have very different goals, 
I believe there is a lot the two can learn from each other. I look forward to 
implementing clear protocols, processes and expectations to maximize our 
efficiency. I hope to be more thoughtful with our events and sessions 
programming to ensure delegates are learning at all times and able to have 
apply their learning to social settings over the weekend. I am excited to 
incorporate the Hamilton community in our conference programming to allow 
delegates to become more comfortable with venturing off-campus and 
exploring all this city has to offer them. Finally, I hope to create an 
environment that maintains conference connections throughout the academic 
year. 
 
I am always open to feedback and your opinions. If you have any questions or 
comments, please do not hesitate to contact me via email at 
horizons@msu.mcmaster.ca. 
 
Warm Regards, 
 
Josh Yachouh 
MSU Horizons Conference Coordinator 
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GOALS 
 

 
Objective 1 EXECUTIVE COLLABORATION - Events and Sessions 
Description I look forward to encouraging a stronger sense of collaboration and 

communication among the planning team members this year to 
represent the purposeful and intentional programming at 
conference. For example, events and sessions shall work together to 
create intention events during conference that align with our 
intended outcomes for the day. This will also look like having 
sessions that involve more delegate groups to be combining and 
connecting. 

Benefits Delegates will be more inclined to engage with events if they 
enjoyed sessions because they see a direct link. Conversely, 
delegates will be more engaged in sessions if they find that the 
events serve purpose to their learning and they wish to further grow 
in session. 
 
Neither of these are guarantees, though what we hope for is that 
delegates leave horizons having enjoyed more than just a "PJ Party" 
or a bike-ride, but rather they are seeing the value in each and every 
experience they take part in as an opportunity to connect with other 
student leaders and upper-year mentors. 

Difficulties Combining delegate groups during sessions can prove logistically 
and materialistically difficult. Additionally, we will need to think 
creatively and critically on ways to improve previous programming 
which implements strategic themes into our events. 

Long-term 
implications  

Creates spaces where students feel that they are earning more from 
the conference sessions and events. We are trying to also connect 
more students together, based on delegate feedback this has been 
identified as a priority. 

How? Having better spaces to run sessions in, i.e. larger musc rooms, only 
certain rooms on LP (or limit the number of sessions per floor). 
Additionally, identifying key goals of sessions activities and 
developing larger programming to fit these. 

Partners Events and Sessions coordinators. 

 

Objective 2 EXECUTIVE COLLABORATION - Outreach and Media 
Description I look forward to encouraging a stronger sense of collaboration and 

communication among the planning team members this year to 
represent the purposeful and intentional programming at 
conference. Additionally, Outreach and Media/Design will work 
together more often in order to collaboratively design and deliver a 
specific brand and message to both potential delegates and staff.  

Benefits Help students have a better understanding of horizons as a 
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conference on campus. Several students understand conference to 
be a "type A" leader experience that hasn't rippled to many places 
on campus.  

Difficulties Gathering momentum to engage upper year students on campus 
who have never engaged with the service may present difficulty.  

Long-term 
implications  

Turning Horizons into a commonplace name among leaders in the 
university as well as among schools which have high rates of 
McMaster acceptances. 

How? Working with the communications team, Media/Design exec, and 
Outreach coordinator to create a unique and powerful brand 
featuring the mission and testimonies of staff accessible for a wide 
audience. 

Partners Media/Design, Outreach, Student Recruitment,  

 
 

Objective 3 COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT 
Description The place session had a large jump going downtown and having 

delegates interact with fantastic settings in Hamilton. I hope to see 
this expand to include more interaction with local leaders and have 
students engage with and learn about local issues surrounding  
Hamilton.  

Benefits Students aren’t just coming to study at McMaster, they are also 
coming to Hamilton. Students should learn about the McMaster 
community and grow comfortable with the Hamilton community to 
be exposed to all the opportunities available to them as an 
undergraduate student. Ideally, students will leave conference 
feeling as though they have found a reason to fit into Hamilton and a 
place as a professional and student here. 

Difficulties Community partners will likely have limited availability because the 
conference takes place in the middle of summer when most people 
are on vacation. Logistics for a downtown event will also be very 
different from one on campus and we will need to do extra 
preparation. Finding a place for 270 people downtown may also be 
a challenge. Thankfully we have last year's progress to work off of, 
though I seek to extend this and experience the conference in new 
settings such as City Lab for example, involving members of 
Hamilton HIVE. 

Long-term 
implications  

Establishing meaningful connections to members within the city of 
Hamilton and extending the reach of horizons beyond just the 
campus of McMaster. Also introduces students to avenues for 
professional development outside of campus, showing Hamilton as a 
rich and thriving city, often a misconception if students come from 
outside of the city to attend University here. 

How? Reaching out to community partners early to check their availability. 
Brainstorming with executive members potential places we can take 
the conference, checking availability and asking for quotes. Finding 
transportation to and from the off-campus location. Finding a 
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speaker or activity facilitators with a message that resonates with 
the Horizons Conference themes and goals. 

Partners Events Executives, Volunteer and Logistics Executive, VP Finance, 
community partners 

 
Objective 4 INCREASE AND DIVERSIFY OUTREACH 
Description Horizons does not have the privilege of directly engaging with 

students who are on campus to recruit delegates. Additionally, we 
require a strong hook to engage upper year students to commit to 
developing their leadership skills as staff members; often when 
students have not interact with the conference, this can be difficult. 
 
I seek to diversify the outreach we get for conference. By having a 
goal of catering our conference to students coming from several 
backgrounds we can ensure that we are meeting the needs and 
expectations of a diverse set of students. I aim to do this by having 
strength in our faculty programming, so as to cater well to students 
with primary concerns in academics. Further, I hope to see that our 
sessions and events help engage students in ways that frames the 
opportunity to become engaged community members in the City of 
Hamilton tackling diverse local issues. Finally, by creating sessions 
that connect delegates across groups and deliver empowerment to 
students, we hope to tackle fears surrounding campus and social life. 

Benefits Expanding our outreach to those who may not follow us on social 
media can attract new potential staff members and showcase 
another opportunity to get involved with the MSU. This was proven 
by the work of the outreach coordinator last year. 
 
Additionally, we will be able to have satisfaction across the board for 
students who have come to conference for different reasons. 

Difficulties Campus is vast and diverse, we will need to work hard and fast to 
reach out to students about opportunities and impacts of the 
horizons conference. Additionally, we need to overcome the 
perception of cost vs benefit for potential delegates, essentially 
showing that the experience provides value for their registration 
fees.  

Long-term 
implications  

Even if it means making only the first week of school earlier for 
students, we can help curve the experience of university in some 
way, and fill the gaps that welcome week does not fill. 

How? Working with the outreach coordinator to identify strategies for 
engagement and optimal marketing techniques to students 

Partners Outreach Coordinator, Comms department 

 
Objective 5 IMPROVING SESSIONS TRAINING 
Description Typically, staff feedback tells that LDs feel ill-prepared for 

facilitating sessions. Sessions training happens during our training 
weekend before conference. I plan on working with sessions 
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coordinators to have sessions prepared (1) early (2) flexibly 
Benefits Giving leadership developers a stronger foundation for facilitating 

sessions will have a ripple effect onto their confidence levels 
throughout the conference weekend. Preparing sessions early allows 
us to distribute delegate manuals and staff manuals so that our staff 
can review sessions long before training weekend. Additionally, 
flexibly planning sessions and empowering our staff with this 
flexibility and with quick tips throughout session manuals will 
provide resources while LDs are on the job. 

Difficulties Having sessions be fully planned ahead of time presents a challenge 
as they often require extreme detail and care in terms of logistics 
and materials. We can release sessions on a rolling basis if it means 
having staff little by little familiarize themselves with the sessions 
activities. 

Long-term 
implications  

N/A 

How? Having strategic deadlines for session planning and working through 
them, informing staff of our progress and collecting feedback as we 
go. 

Partners Sessions Coordinators 

 
Objective 6 CREATING NEW PARTNERSHIPS AND INCREASING FUNDRAISING 

EFFORTS 
Description Reaching out to organizations and creating long-term partnerships 

to support the Horizons Conference. This was a goal of the previous 
year that I hope to establish in a meaningful way. 

Benefits Consistency year-to-year from partnership benefits, and making the 
partnership mutually beneficial.   

Difficulties Finding new partners who align with conference values/want to 
engage with students.  

Long-term 
implications  

Partnerships can be strained with transition over time as new 
Coordinators and executives enter these positions. This will be 
mitigated by sending thank-you notes and briefing the incoming 
coordinator of these partnerships and past expectations and 
working relationships.  

How? Find out what partnerships already happen with other MSU services, 
on and off-campus groups, and reach out to those groups and find a 
mutually beneficial partnership. 

Partners LIFT Church 
Tourism Hamilton 
The Student Success Center 
McMaster Student Recruitment Office 
McMaster Faculty and program societies 
The Art Gallery of Hamilton 
Potentially: CityLab, Hamilton HIVE, Meridian C.U. 
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Objective 7 STRATEGICALLY IMPROVING DELEGATE AND STAFF FEEDBACK 
Description Delegates offer valuable insight yet we have not capitalized on our 

opportunity to track the growth of our students. We can benefit by 
introducing longitudinal surveys on our students to determine the 
gaps and values the conference provides to delegates. 
 
With respect to staff feedback for example, the quality of training 
has been inconsistent between staff positions in the past. Last year  
made astounding progress on establishing strong training protocols 
especially considering the success of the conference with such a 
high proportion of new staff. I would like to ensure all conference 
staff are being adequately trained on all aspects of their role, with a 
good balance of team bonding and socializing. 

Benefits Delegate satisfaction being directly used as fuel for improvement 
makes it (1) easier and (2) more efficient when redesigning old 
programming at conference. 
 
A more thorough, experiential and problem-based learning staff 
training will result in a more prepared, stronger staff team to be 
successful in their roles come conference weekend.  

Difficulties Extra time will need to go into planning this training and 
administering surveys throughout the years on students who have 
attended Horizons. 

Long-term 
implications  

Having an opportunity for students to continue reflecting and 
identifying the strengths or perhaps weaknesses of the conference 
in respect to their current life path. We will be able to utilize this 
valuable data that serves not only us but the University very well. 

How? Potentially working with the services AVP and full-time staff 
members such as Michael Wooder or the Operations coordinator, or 
establishing a long-term plan (which clearly I have yet to do) for the 
development of follow-up surveys. 

Partners MSU Ops and Comms director, Volunteer Coordinator. 

 

 

Objective 8 STRENGTHEN FACULTY PROGRAMMING 
Description Faculty programming has been on and off in the past but delegate 

feedback identified that many delegates attend conference to have 
a chance to peer into what their academic life will be life in first year. 
while this is not the focus of our conference we want to be able to 
have these delegates leave feeling they've gotten what they came 
for and more.  

Benefits Contacting faculty societies and program societies earlier on in the 
year will help to create faculty programming that can be well-
curated and similar to the rigorously prepared experiences that 
students earn when they attend campus for May@Mac or other 
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similar events.  
 
Effectively, we are filling another gap that many students won't have 
a chance to experience during welcome week, and through my goal 
of diversifying staff hiring across other faculties, we are exposing 
delegates to students that they can relate to more often and seek 
advice from.  

Difficulties Having several correspondents in the middle of the summer for such 
a widespread programming can serve as a challenge due to many 
students  

Long-term 
implications  

N/A 

How? Working with Events Coordinators to contact Faculty Society 
Presidents to coordinate programming to occur during Friday-day 
of Conference. 

Partners Events Coordinators 
Faculty Society Presidents and Welcome Week Planners 

 

Objective 13 CARRYING ON POST-CONFERENCE PROGRAMMING 
Description In the past, delegates wrote letters to themselves in their last 

session, which the planning team keeps until March. In March there 
was an end-of-year hurrah and delegates were able to collect their 
letters and reflect on their contents. Last year did not see success 
with this part of conference thus I would like to review how we 
engage post conference with delegates. I would like to continue 
running the "night before classes" event for first years where we 
collaborated with SPARK and Maroons to have volunteers give 
students tours of their classes the night before classes started. It 
also served as a mini-reunion, as well as engaged with students 
simply passing by the student centre, effectively reaching beyond 
our 200 delegates. This event was successful and we can promote it 
heavier to improve turnout.   

Benefits Students can be given an opportunity to reconnect with horizons 
and begin a connection to spark, this is an opportunity to continue a 
horizons-like environment. Essentially, Spark can carry on the torch 
that horizons hands off. 

Difficulties Logistics for these events need to be done in advance and told to 
staff and delegates by the end of conference. My planning team and 
I will also be done with our formal positions but will need to be 
available to still facilitate these Horizons reunions. 

Long-term 
implications  

Supporting other msu services and a broader audience of students. 

How? Complete EOHSS and room bookings early. Evaluate budget at the 
end of conference to try and get snacks or something to serve at 
these events.  

Partners Planning Team 
Spark 
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GOALS to strive for 

 
• Diversifying engagement from staff, community stakeholders, and potential 

delegates 
• Engaging with the city in a way that has students thinking deeply about the 

social dynamics of Hamilton 
• Make the best use of the resources that we have 
• Successfully facilitate collaboration among exec members for overlapping 

goals in their respective portfolios 
• Explore new ways to enhance the Horizons Conference and keep momentum 

going after July 

Master Summary 

 
January • Advertise Planning Team Positions 

• PTM Training 
• Setting conference, training, and interview dates 
• Reserving spaces for interviews and training 

February • Create budget with the VP finance 
• Hire planning team 
• Run planning team orientation 
• Train and transition planning team 
• Organize communication among team 
• Complete Year Plan 

March • Review housing and conference contract with H/C, VP 
Finance and VP Admin 

• Contact potential sponsors 
• Ask for “year plans” for planning team members 
• Contact student societies for faculty programming 
• Complete Sponsorship package and disseminate  
• Begin Planning Staff applications 
• Preliminary planning for sessions and events 

April • Launch "staff stories" and "success stories" 
• Small scale fundraising efforts that are made easy due to 

exam season 
• Progress meetings at end of April to establish specific goals 

throughout the summer 

May • Solidifying relationships community and campus partners 
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• Prepare for Delegate Registration 
• Prepare for May at Mac 
• Prepare staff interviews 

June • Run staff hiring 
• Finalize sessions 
• Finalize events 
• Preparing conference logistics 

July • Prepare conference training 
• Finalize conference details 
• Confirm partnerships with partners 
• Conference 
• Pay for services 

August • Reflection and feedback  
• Transition Reporting 

September • Nigh Before Classes event 
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